HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS

This meal kit should be prepared within 24 hours of receiving.
Follow guidelines for storing items before preparing:
• Keep Tots frozen until ready to cook. Do not thaw prior to cooking.
• Keep produce, cheese, beef and condiments refrigerated.
• Store buns, seasoning and herb oil at room temperature.
**BEFORE YOU BEGIN**
- Preheat the oven to 425°F
- Set butter on counter to soften
- Read the entire recipe and set out all ingredients and items you need
- Wash your hands with soap for 20 seconds

**YOU WILL NEED**
- Conventional Oven
- 1 Baking Sheet
- 1 Large Skillet (optional - grill)
- Spatula
- Medium Mixing Bowl
- Table Butter Knife
- Butter To Toast Buns
- Salt

**OUR CHEF’S TIPS**
1. For a richer burger flavor, melt 1/2 tbsp of butter in the pan while it heats up. Once melted, place burger patties in pan to cook.
2. Add a fried egg to your Classic Smash®! It’s an easy, yet flavorful compliment to add some richness to your meal.
3. Kick your SmashTots® up a notch by adding grated parmesan cheese and garlic salt for a true culinary flavor.

**SHARE YOUR SMASHBURGER**
#SMASHTERPIECE WITH @SMASHBURGER
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